ICFAI ‘Bizhorn fest 2015’ commences

Staff Reporter

DIMAPUR, SEP 24 (NPN): ICFAI University, Dimapur department of management “2nd Bizhorn fest 2015” commenced Thursday here at the University auditorium with Nagaland Bamboo Development Agency (NBDA) secretary and team leader Khrienuo C. Metha as chief guest.

The fest is being organized to bring together young minds, to encourage the explosion of ideas, explore their skills and unleash their ingenuity under the theme “collaborating thoughts, creating ideas”.

Speaking at the programme, the chief guest lauded ICFAI University faculties for organizing the programme for the students’ with an aim to produce creative minds within the students and for providing them the platform to find out their talents.

Metha encouraged the young minds to make the best use of their time, work hard and explore their capabilities. She also challenged the students by saying that giving an opportunity students should learn to take the chance and come up with a difference and amaze everyone.

Highlighting the gathering about NBDA, Metha informed that the agency has been providing internship to the students from Nagaland and other states so that they could bring enhance their talents. She also read out the NBDA members’ message to the students.

Delivering the welcome address, pro-vice chancellor, IUN professor Dr. C.F. Alexander highlighted the gathering about the University.

Encouraging the students he said the programme will help them to develop strategy in learning as well as enrich their skills and talents. Head, department of management Wapangsenla Imchen also briefed the gathering about Bizhorn.

Other highlights of the programme were debate, sketching, table tennis, mock interview, PC gaming and A team.

Earlier, the programme was chaired by senior lecturer department of management Vidhya Sagar and vote of thanks was delivered by lecturer department of management Neisel Thoyo.

Altogether seven colleges/institutions namely J.N Aier, Tetso College, S.M. College, St. Joseph College, Public College of Commerce, Yembi Memorial College and Salesian College participated at the programme. The programme will conclude on September 25.